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Overview of the challenge
This provocation explores the traditional Indigenous practice of oral
storytelling while exposing learners to the dangers of a single story and
one’s own bias that is brought to the storytelling process. Individuals will
use symbols to storytelling demonstrating the importance of symbolic
representation.

Materials and Resources Required
Materials may include any or all of the following (if you are using this
provocation to get your learners to think critically and creatively about
storytelling, you might want to include visuals of each of these materials).

● smooth rocks or stones
● sharpie markers
● digital tools (Canva, Piktochart)
● symbol chart
● Indigenous storytelling podcast

Inclusive Maker Provocation Instructions
Listen to one of the following authentic Indigenous oral retellings and use
the rocks and the symbols to recreate this story. Then create your own
story based on your own culture, values, traditions, beliefs, and
understandings. Compare and contrast your retold story and the story that
you created.

Choose a story from the many listed here to recreate using symbols and
stones.
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https://www.ourvoices.ca/index/ourvoices-browse-action/theme.Storytelling


If you cannot find the symbol for a key word here, please use your own
inquiry and researching skills to find this symbol.
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Note: you can use rocks and draw your symbol on the rocks with sharpies
to record the symbol or represent your symbolic story and showcase using
any digital tool of your choice (i.e., Canva, Piktochart).

You can share your creation here.

Critical Questions for Consideration
1. Consider your own inherent biases when re-creating this story
2. What inquiries do you have? Questions that surfaced?
3. What are you interested in further exploring?
4. What is the danger in recreating a story that is not yours?

So man critical conversations can come from this provocation (i.e.,
2-Spirited individuals, identity, representation, Indigeneity and culture,
colonialism and the resulting marginalization and oppression, oral
storytelling, inclusivity, systemic racism, truth and reconciliation, cultural
equivalence, power dynamics, etc. think of how you might extend this
conversation based on the stories which are retold.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p2h-Ijr-i134KYbcxWsF6XcgzZ11em6PF196jKuJ4ig/edit?usp=sharing


Background/ Additional Information

Inclusivity Focus
While engaged in any type of provocation it is important to consider how you ensure
that this task is inclusive. What happens if students/learners have a physical, cognitive,
social, or emotional impairment that would hinder them from being successful in this
provocation? How might you provide accommodations to help with this? Please see the
accommodations list here or scan the QR code for some ideas.

No Tech, Low Tech, High Tech Options
This provocation can include students/learners sharing their stories on
chart paper, through an app such as Padlet or Google Jamboard.

Extensions
You might consider viewing the TED talk, The Dangers of a Single Story
and discuss how retelling an Indigenous story might be concern for cultural
appropriation and further marginalizing of a culture. How might this relate to
the dangers of a single story?
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VniGu0IbiQ7iOUrCfQVtnCBNzNS6O-HJ/view?usp=share_link
https://padlet.com/
https://jamboard.google.com/

